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Abstract  
For a lack of complex intersection effective control method, a novel single intersection intelligent control technique 
was presented. Signal lamp setting, phase division, pedestrian press-button response, signal lamp advance-off and 
late-on were discussed in detail. Being a function of traffic flow saturation degree the cycle time was optimized by 
one fuzzy neural network, and the variable splits were adjusted based on historical and real-time traffic information. 
The goal was to make the intersection expedite, vehicles stop rate shortest and average vehicle delay time less. 
However, the crossing-crosswalk safety of pedestrian had to be assured firstly. This control technique has been used 
successfully in the intersection of No. 9 road and No. 12 road in Xiasha economic technical development area 
Hangzhou, China, and the application results have shown to be very good. 
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1.Introduction 
 As the number of vehicles grows and the need for mobility increases on a world-wide scale, the 
frequency and duration of traffic jams in and around major cities and on major freeways increase. In the 
short term the most effective measures to deal with traffic congestion seem to be a selective construction 
of new roads - an option which is often not viable due to lack of space and/or budgetary means, or due to 
environmental or societal requirements, - and a more efficient use of the existing infrastructure and 
capacity through dynamic traffic management and control. Many scholars and engineers have done their 
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best to work on traffic modeling and optimal control [1-7], and some traffic control systems have been 
applied in practice. However, traffic problem is still very serious. 
 The existing single intersection control strategies which are commonly designed for typical 
intersection such as +-shaped intersection and t-shaped intersection cannot control effectively some 
complex intersections. However, these complex intersections are generally key intersections where traffic 
flow is very large and traffic jam happens frequently in city. Hence, study on novel control strategy to 
aim at complex intersection bear very important theory and use value. 
 In this article, we present a fire-new single intersection intelligent control strategy aiming to the 
complex intersection of No. 9 road and No. 12 road in Xiasha economic technical development area 
Hangzhou, China. Signal lamp setting, phase division, pedestrian press-button response, signal lamp 
advance-off and late-on were discussed in detail. 
 
Fig. 1 The complex intersection of No. 9 road and No. 12 road 
2.System Description 
 Fig.1 is a sketch map of the intersection of No. 9 road and No.12 road in Xiasha economic technical 
development area Hangzhou, China where No.9 road is the main road. The vehicles arriving in the north 
entrance are permitted to turn left only. In the south of this intersection, west road is one-way street for 
exit and east road is another one-way street for entrance. The left-turn vehicles of east, west and north 
directions must pass though Y-road in the south. In the east of this intersection, there is Hangzhou 
circular city highway, and economic technical development area where there are lots of large machining 
enterprises is in the south of this intersection. The west entrance of the intersection connects with the 
urban center of Hangzhou. The average traffic flow passing though this intersection is very lopsided. 
Average traffic flow in the No.9 road is 1159 PCU/h, and most vehicles are container trucks driving to 
economic technical development area. Traffic flow in the north entrance is only 54 PCU/h. 
 The control aim is listed as follows. 
y Vehicles passing this intersection form east to west or form west to east are permitted to stop once at 
most. 
y Vehicles in east-west direction are prior to pass the intersection. 
y Phase green time must ensure safety of pedestrian. 
y Vehicle stop rate and average vehicle delay time are shorter obviously. 
 Signal setting is showed in Fig.1. In order to avoid the collision of traffic flow between right-turn of 
north entrance and straight-run from east to west, right-turn signal lamp is set. the traffic flow form right-
turn of north entrance and entering south one-way street by left-turn conflict with the traffic flow in east-
west direction, and the left-turning traffic flow form east to west also conflict with the straight-running 
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traffic flow form west to east. Hence the left-turning signal lamp is set to avoid the traffic jam and traffic 
accident. Unless there are waiting pedestrian, the straight-running signal lamp keep green signal. 
 In each roadway there is one inductive loop installed behind stop line. The inductive loop send 
square wave to the detector when one vehicle pass the intersection and the detector calculate further the 
statistic traffic information. In each crosswalk a pedestrian press-button is installed and control arithmetic 
deal with its response when someone press this button. If no one presses this button, the pedestrian lamp 
is always red, and vehicles have enough time and road space to pass this intersection. 
3.Control Strategy 
3.1.Phase setting 
 Two phases is used in this intersection. The first phase is east straight-run, west straight-run and west 
right-turn. The second phase includes left-turn, right-turn of south entrance, right-turn of north entrance 
and left-turn form east to south. In order to implement stopping once at most in east-west direction, the 
green signal in east entrance and the straight-run green signal in west entrance must be off in advance 
during phase being switched. Moreover, because of the narrow waiting space for left-turn vehicles in 
NO.9 road, the left-turn green signal in north entrance also must be off in advance. 
3.2.Pedestrian press-button 
 If there is a trigger signal of the pedestrian press-button on the west road of the south entrance, the 
right-turn green signal form west to south is on delay at the starting time of phase 1. Moreover, if the 
pedestrian press-button signal is triggered continuously, the late-on time must be delayed again. The 
right-turn green signal lamp is on until there are no the pedestrian press-button signal or the late-on time 
is bigger the maximal delayed time set beforehand. If there is a trigger signal during phase 1, the right-
turn green signal must be off in advance. In like manner, the right-turn signal of south entrance and left-
turn signal of north entrance must be disposed analogously. 
3.3.Cycle time 
 The optimal cycle time optC , minimum cycle time minC and maximum cycle time maxC are decided by 
historical traffic statistic data. It is known to us by traffic flow theory that C  is a non-linear function of 
the traffic flow saturation degree X  of the intersection. The longer C  is, the lower X  is, and the shorter 
C  is, the higher X  is. The optimal value of traffic flow saturation degree generally is 0.9. The 
adjustment of C  is to keep the value of X optimal. 
 In this article, cycle time C  is adjusted by one fuzzy neural network. The traffic flow saturation 
degree X  is regarded as linguistic variable x^  , and the x^  may be assigned values like “positive big 
(
1
x^ )”, “positive medium (
2
x^ )”, “positive small (
3
x^ )”, “zero (
4
x^ )”, “negative small (
5
x^ )”, “negative 
medium (
6
x^ )” and “negative big (
7
x^ )”. As another linguistic variable c^Δ , the increment CΔ  of 
Common signal cycle time C  is assigned values like “positive big (
1
c^Δ )”, “positive medium (
2
c^Δ )”, 
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“positive small (
3
c^Δ )”, “zero (
4
c^Δ )”, “negative small (
5
c^Δ )”, “negative medium (
6
c^Δ )” and “negative 
big (
7
c^Δ )”. 
 The seven fuzzy control rules are of the form 
if 
i
xx
^^
=  then 
i
cc
^^
Δ=Δ  i = 1,2,…7.                                               (1) 
 Because the quantification factor of the fuzzy rules is fixed, thus this method cannot win high control 
accuracy. Moreover, it possibly reduces the system’s robusticity. In order to compensate this feature, we 
describe the fuzzy relation by the use of five layers’ BP network showed in Fig.2. 
 
Fig.2 The structure five layers’ BP network 
 The neural mapping of the fuzzy relation can be described by 
)X(FNN=ΔC .                                                                 (2) 
 The member degree function is a bell function, such as Gauss function described by 
2
i
icx
e σμ
−−Δ
= .                                                                      (3) 
 The BP network parameters which need be studied are the connection weights iω in the fifth layer, 
core value ic  and width value iσ  of member degree function in the second layer ( i 1,2,…,7 ).  
 The node function of each layer is listed as follow. The first layer is 
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 The third layer is 
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 The Fifth layer is 
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 Let the error cost function be 
2)(
2
1 CCE d Δ−Δ=                                                           (9) 
 where dCΔ  is excepted output value, and CΔ  is actual output value. iω , ic and iσ  is adjusted by 
single-order gradient optimization arithmetic as follow 
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 Thus the single-order gradient is 
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 At last, the study arithmetic of parameters is 
j
kj
Ekk ωβωω ∂
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 where the positive coefficient  β is the study rate. 
 The new common cycle time is CCC Δ+= .Obviously there is 
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3.4.Splits 
 First, the minimum green time min,it and maximum green time max,it  of each phase are calculated by 
historical traffic statistic data of each intersection. Factual split of each intersection is adjusted according 
to the historical and real-time traffic data at the end of each cycle. New splits will be used at next cycle. 
The calculation process is as follows. 
y Cycle average correcting traffic flow of phase I (i=1, 2,3) 
)()1()1()(~ kQkQkQkQ iiii γβα +++−=                                       (21) 
 where )(~ kQi is correcting traffic flow of phase i in the 
thk  time unit, )1(~ −kQi is factual traffic flow 
of phase i in the thk )1( − time unit, )1(~ +kQi is historical average traffic flow of phase i in the thk )1( +  
time unit, )(kQi  is historical average traffic flow of phase i in the 
thk  time unit,α , β , γ are positive 
coefficients, and meet 1=++ γβα .The lager α is, the better real-time performance is, and the lager β  
and  γ are, the better stability performance is. Let cycle time compose of m time units be from k to k+m-1. 
The cycle average correcting traffic flow of phase i is given by the following equation 
∑ += −
=
1
0
)(~1~
m
j
ii jkQm
Q                                                 (22) 
y Splits 
 The split of phase i is defined by 
Q
Qi
i ~
~
=λ                                                            (23) 
 where Q~  as (24) is the sum of cycle average correcting traffic flow of each phase 
∑=
=
3
1
~~
i
iQQ                                   (24) 
y Effective green time 
 The effective green lamp time of phase i is given by 
)( allallii RYCt −−= λ                      (25) 
 where allY  is the sum of yellow lamp time in one cycle, and allR  is the sum of all-red lamp time in 
one cycle. 
 If min,ii tt <  happens, min,ii tt =  is. The lack of green lamp time ii tt −min, of phase i is supplied by 
another phase. 
 If max,ii tt >  happens, max,ii tt =  is. The excessive green lamp time ii tt −max,  of phase i is shared by 
another phase. 
3.5.Control process 
 If the control scheme is adjusted frequently, the unstable traffic flow may be generated by aggregate 
wave or evanescent wave caused by scheme alternation. Thus signal cycle time keeps unchanged within 
one period, such as eight cycles. However, splits are changed each cycle. 
 The detailed control process is as follows. 
 First according to the historical traffic flow statistic data the coordination layer the optimal cycle 
time optC , minimum cycle time minC , maximum cycle time maxC , the minimum green time min,it , 
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maximum green time max,it  and initial splits iλ are calculated. Second the advance-off time offEt ,1 of 
straight-turn signal in east entrance, the advance-off time offWt ,1  of straight-turn signal in west entrance 
and the advance-off time offNt ,2  of left-turn signal in north entrance are decided further. 
 Let the count parameter l be 0. 
 According to the set control parameters min,it , max,it  and iλ , the effective green lamp time it of 
pahse1 and phase 2 are calculated. Green lamp signals are open as follows in a sequence. 
y    The green lamp signal of phase 1is opened firstly. If there is a trigger signal of the pedestrian 
press-button on the west road of the south entrance, the late-on of the right-turn green signal 
lamp for vehicles form west to south is implemented at the starting time of phase 1. The right-
turn green signal lamp is on until there are no the pedestrian press-button signal or the late-on 
time is bigger the maximal delayed time set beforehand. 
y    Before the phase 1 is end, the straight-run green lamp signal in east-west direction is off in 
advance. If there is a trigger signal of the pedestrian press-button on the west road of the south 
entrance again during phase 1, the right-turn green signal also must be off in advance. Then 
Phase 1 is end. 
y    The green lamp signal of phase 2 is opened. If there are trigger signals of the pedestrian press-
button on east road of the south entrance or on the east entrance, the late-on of the right-turn 
green signal lamp for the vehicle form south to east is implemented. If the trigger signals of the 
pedestrian press-button in north entrance or in west exit, the coordinating signal lamps are 
delayed. The delayed green signal lamp is on until there are no the pedestrian press-button 
signal or the late-on time is bigger the maximal delayed time set beforehand. 
y    Before the phase 2 is end, the left-turn signal lamp in north entrance is off in advance. If there  
are some trigger signals of the pedestrian press-button again during phase 2 being 
implemented, the coordinated green signal lamps also must be off in advance. Then Phase 2 is 
end. 
 At the end of this cycle, the offsets iλ are adjusted according to the historical and real-time traffic 
data. Set l = l +C. If l > 8C comes into existence, go to step5. Otherwise return step 3. 
 According to new traffic flow data and splits of the intersection, the traffic flow saturation degree of 
next one period is predicted. Moreover, the next cycle time is decided to keep the traffic flow saturation 
degree 0.9. At last, return step 2. 
4.Conclusion 
 The fuzzy neural network control technique presented in this article has been realized and applied on 
the intersection of No.12 road and No.9 road in Xiasha economic technical development area Hangzhou 
China. 
 Originally this intersection adopted fixed time control method. The jams on No.9 appeared 
sometimes and the collision between vehicles and pedestrians happened frequently. The traffic accident 
rate is very high. After our control technique is adopted, control effect has been improved obviously. 
According to the statistic data provided by engineer of Zhejiang Supcon information technique Co. Ltd, 
the stop rate in this intersection decreases 46.8%, and vehicle average delay time reduces 35.4%. This 
new control technique has been used for one years and no traffic accident has happened since. This 
intersection is one key intersection in Xiasha economic technical development area, so the improved 
control effect of this intersection has ameliorated the traffic condition of whole development area 
obviously and accelerated the economy development of development area. 
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 Since 90s of last century, many experts from traffic control area and from different countries have 
pointed out that intelligent controls would be the study development direction of urban traffic control. In 
this paper we study on control strategy by the use of fuzzy neural network. We think it is a significative 
attempt. 
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